AFTER 12 YEARS OF SILENCE

ESTABLISHING AN ENERGY NETWORK AND A COSMIC-EARTHLY
BRIDGE AT THE KRN STONE CIRCLE BELOW THE
SLOVENE SACRED MOUNT KRN
(SATURDAY, 29th OCTOBER 2016)
This is what Slovene folk fairy tales and stories whisper about the
sacred Mount Krn: if a stone, or a rock, rolls down from it, you
need to leave it there, for it is sacred and surely has its meaning
and purpose. It is a distinct reminder and guardian…
The students of the Veduna School, of Mirit’s therapeutic school, visited the Krn megalithic
circle just before the Reformation Day and the 1st of November. They cleansed it of
contemporary destructive (tourist) traces and energy imprints, so it could once again start
vibrating, resonating in all its glow. Willingly or unwillingly, visitors to ancient stone temples
usually cause a lot of damage to ceremonial (energy) sites in nature, because they do not

know how to behave properly at these places. Less than a century ago, all ceremonial sites
had their guardians – ancient priests/healers, usually from a nearby village. They constantly
tended to the energy purity and balance of important points in the earthly network, which
is connected to cosmic undulation. This knowledge has unfortunately been long forgotten
and ancient sacred sites are today subject to the energy influence of visitors who usually do
not know what they are actually doing with their behaviour, noise and ‘picnicking’ at these
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sites. We need to reawaken the ancient knowledge and restore a pure energy network,
which maintains the entire energy potential (network) of Slovenia. This network is part of
the Balkan, European and planetary energy network; it is a creative part of a unified earthly
structure and connection. All living beings, including humans, are creative parts of the
Earth’s electro-magnetic network, which is oscillating and changing all the time (depending
on events on Earth and in the Universe). But it should be constantly tuned, maintained, so
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that life processes, necessary changes and evolution can unfold harmoniously and in tune
with the currents of time.
If this network becomes deteriorated, or damaged, visitors to the surroundings and on the
planet will not thrive. That is why on Saturday, the 29th of October 2016, the students of
Mirit’s Veduna School, a Slavic-Pythagorean School for the Development of Consciousness
and Harmonisation with Sound, cleansed the Krn megalithic circle, which lies below the
ridge of Mount Krn, and connected it with the sacred point at the top of the mountain.
Students, coming from almost all Slovene towns and from neighbouring Balkan countries,
are well trained for such healing tasks. The training at Mirit’s therapeutic and mystery school
Veduna takes 20 years: some students have already fulfilled this long-term quota of
learning, and some have attended it for a number of years.

The group of devoted healers – Vedunians, was taken to the megalithic circle by Jože Munih,
a researcher of stone sacred sites and healing wells. Before we started working with
energies and opening the bridge, Mr. Munih had presented the results of his research to the
group. Mirit added ethnological and spiritual morsels to his thoughts and dowsing
measurements.
Mirit and her students opened a ‘cosmic-earthly bridge for Slovenia’ on the Slovene sacred
Mount Krn for the first time in September 2004 (twelve years ago). She lectured on this
topic throughout Slovenia and the inhabitants of Posočje region told her that life there
changed considerably after that event. The revival of this mountainous sacred site was
also sensed in other places around Slovenia. Locals discovered the megalithic circle below
the top of Mount Krn only a couple of months after the cosmic bridge on the mountain had
been opened. But at that time the circle had not yet been connected with the sacred point
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on the mountain’s top. Vedunians constantly maintain this important contact point
between the Earth and the Source of Universal life energy. You will be able to read more on
this topic on our new website, called ‘Slovene and Slavic ancient sacredness’. On this
website, Mirit will share with people the knowledge about the ancient Slovene and
planetary reality, the invisible reality of life, about the spiritual, visible and invisible,
audible and inaudible reality, which Mirit recognises together with her students. There are
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several researchers of megalithic circles and sacred sites in Slovenia, but each of them
senses the energies of these places in their own way – depending on the level of their
consciousness. After twelve years of silence, these acts of devoted spiritual warriors, who in
Slavic countries were known as Vedunci and Vedunje, will finally be presented to the
public. Mirit, alone or together with her students, has opened a bridge every year. Where it
was needed the most – in different cultures and on all continents. A bridge was opened in
Istria (Croatia), in Vučedol on Croatian-Serbian border (after the war), at a concert of the
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Vedun Ensemble in Belgrade where, outside on the streets, chetnik calls for war could be
heard (and intolerance stopped thereafter). They have activated the Pyramid of the Sun in
Visoko, Bosnia; they opened a bridge on the Slovene-Croatian border by the Kolpa river.
Abroad, bridges were opened in the enlightenment valley on the Philippines, under the
waterfall of ancestors in Hawaii (on the island of Molokai), at the Mayan sacred site
Palenque in Mexico, on the Indonesian island of Bali etc.
Giving means receiving! Devoted students – healers of Mirit’s school – always engage to the
maximum in various charitable actions for people, animals and the environment. In this
way, they – like the musicians of the Vedun Ensemble – return to their role of spiritual
priest-healers both its lost and overlooked sacredness, and its former role and purpose. Its
power of sacredness. The sacredness of working for the benefit of all, for all humanity and
the entire planet. They add their own small piece to the mosaic of the current moment, to
the mosaic of life, of existential givens etc.

Each act of opening and maintaining expands the consciousness of participants. And an
expanded consciousness brings interesting insights. Everyone actually begins to see events
in their lives in a different way than before – in a better, broader way – and their reactions
become more tolerant too.
After independence, Slovenia started to close down at spiritual and energy levels, but the
opening of cosmic bridges opened the country up to higher levels of consciousness and
awareness. Slovenia is in fact among the twelve safest and most spiritually mature
countries in the world! It is of no surprise that its inhabitants are increasingly drawn to
spiritual maturing and natural healing, to an ever more conscious life journey and
transformation. Helping others – both people and animals alike – rules!
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So, a unique ritual, simultaneously channelled by Mirit, took place on that wonderful sunny
October day. Mirit also received information about events at this sacred site located high
on the slopes of the mountain, events which were mighty reminders and warnings to
everyone, but especially to the people of Western Slovenia. She received information about
some brutal events at the site, within the megalithic circle and its surroundings, during and
after the First World War. Also back in 2004, during the opening of the Krn cosmic bridge,
we first had to cleanse the site of the energy imprints of the unfortunate soldiers who lost
their lives there. But, as has been mentioned before, more will be found on our new
website.
Sacred sites have to be respected and maintained with all our attention and watchfulness;
we have to visit them in silence and with modest humility. The invisible and inaudible
create everyday events and they even impact on people’s thoughts. On our existential
reality. Cleansing, connecting and protecting sacred locations and stone temples brings
great gifts to all participants, gifts in the form of (self-)healing and the cleansing of stress
and deeply suppressed traumas, which, like salt, erode the body, spirit and life itself. After
all, every thought, be it good or bad, has an influence on everything that is. This is why we
should think well of what we are actually nourishing in our thoughts. A thought enhanced
by a group ‘ceremony’ will be more effective. Connecting at higher levels of consciousness,
across the energy network of the Earth and cosmic undulation, is an abstruse, yet
immensely powerful and beneficial tool. It is a tool our ancestors used to maintain balance
and harmony. A tool of the past for the future!
Veduna School
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Hello!
Thank you, thank you, thank you, for that day below Mount Krn.
Everything reminded me of Tibet.
The completion of our cosmic bridge opening was truly a great gift.
At the beginning I felt peace, silence.
I could hear the voice of a stream from time to time; it wanted to tell me something, but I
did not yet understand what. Before you started telling us (channelling information) about
what happened at this site during the First World War, I felt the 'presence' (energy imprints)
of Italian soldiers in their characteristic uniforms, similar to those of alpine mountaineers.
During your story about the last local priest Ožban, a yellow butterfly approached and
jackdaws could be heard, flying from the West to the East (nature was collaborating!).
The ending with the setting Sun was (hidden) in the purpose of that day.
Niko T. / Celje

Hello,
Prior to the opening of the cosmic bridge, I was looking for excuses to avoid the excursion to
Mount Krn (to becoming aware actually!), but I was less reluctant, less averse, than usual.
This time I jumped over my shadow and asked for a lift in a car full of Vedunians. This was
difficult for me. There was my pride and there was less comfort than what I was used to, but
taking part in this action was certainly the right decision and I was more relaxed than usual.
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During our hike to the sacred site my Ego once again caused problems: how could I, a young
woman, an athlete, be overtaken by older participants? Why was I not in good physical
condition? And of course I took the more difficult path to the top! How could I ever reach
the top of Krn just as everyone else had before me and why was I again so ‘weak’ (slowed
down)? I fell into a pattern of self-pity. Near the sacred site, everything luckily changed
within me and I stopped my negativity.
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The view of the mountains was majestic, but I did not perceive them as mountains .... I
perceived them as mighty petrified waves. I felt the weight and sense of responsibility.
During the ceremony, I felt great meaning, responsibility and awe. The most difficult part
was when we had to switch off our thoughts. .... How on Earth could I switch off my
thoughts, if I have never managed to do that before? Despite the little problems I had with
myself, the ceremony was pleasant and it passed quickly. I felt energies flowing. It was very
powerful. I perceived the energy flow as being heavy, yet graceful and cleansing at the same
time. I was very tired when it all finished and all I wanted at the end was to go home. I felt a
need to escape. I don’t know why. And when I was once again pushing things impulsively, it
of course happened that other people were too slow and I had to wait for them. And then
we got lost on our way back and took the longer path ... (peace was needed).
Immediately after the ceremony and during the days following the event, I occasionally feel
nausea, fatigue, symptoms of a cold, but there is nevertheless a certain joy, or hope. My
dreams are intensive and I feel energy flowing at night. I am being cleansed through bad
dreams. I have noticed that my fears are strongly surging up once again, even though I have
been consciously releasing them on a daily basis for a long time. I was convinced that I was
facing them, that I was releasing them, but I have now noticed that I had simply suppressed
many of them.
It seems to me that I am in a neutral space right now (within the Field, in the process of
transformation).
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Thank you, thank you, thank you for this opportunity to be able to participate in such an
exceptional event!
Hug,
Mirna P. / Slovenska Bistrica
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My dear All,
The cleansing of emotions during the activation of the cosmic bridge, which we had already
begun to open in June, has been so powerful that I can barely handle it. Physical fatigue, my
mind is on vacation. I have never felt such an immense connection to the group (to the
students of the Veduna School). For me, the building of bridge is a great honour, grace and
also a duty. A pleasant duty.
During the week before the event, I noticed powerful cleansing processes in people around
me, especially in those who were being ‘vedunised’ by me (my patients invented this term –
the verb to vedunise, vedunizer in French). Laughter.
Cleansing came in the form of frequent colds, throat aches, in the form of fatigue and
intensive dreams. My mental faculties slowed down (a friend of mine paid her bills twice –
ha, she even beat me!).
Some people were irritable a couple of days before the opening of the bridge, some where
even depressed (slowed down, because the nature of this work requires this), children were
restless. Great breakthroughs were announced in family relationships for example (this was
actually why my vedunising started). I have to mention two cases of positive changes in the
field of business, which were among my goals and for which I also used resonance; and there
were two cases of people opening up emotionally and becoming aware of their childhood
traumas. So, not only was there cleansing, but also a considerable progress.
Greetings and hugs from sunny Podvrh.
Dunja vedunising day and night
Dunja Š. / Podvrh, Poljanska dolina
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